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Good Design 

Written statements in response to M34 may be up to 3,000 words in length.  

M34.  Would policies D1 and D2 provide a justified and effective approach to delivering good design?  In 
particular:  

a) Would the approach to delivering good design meet the good growth objectives set out in policies GG1, 
GG2, GG3 and GG4? 

While we welcome the commitment to good design that has been evident from the start of this Mayoralty, the 
content of policies D1 and D2 is extremely bland and generic.  It makes no attempt to capture the form, spirit 
and variety of London or set firm parameters and, once again, puts numbers first by beginning with optimising 
density.   

Phrases such as ‘aim for high sustainability standards’ (D1B(3)/14) should not be necessary if they are simply 
signposting to Policies in Chapters 8 and 9. As this point relates ‘quality and character’ it would be preferable 
to ask for good design to incorporate sustainability features from an early stage, as opposed to ‘aiming for 
high standards’.  

As noted in our statement relating to Good Growth, it will be extremely time-consuming to assess our 
schemes meaningfully against the multi-part policies because they are so numerous and so loose.  This 
section is also very heavily biased towards housing with little mention of public buildings and spaces and the 
host of other uses that make London such a vibrant city. 

The section on design scrutiny relies very heavily on design review without actually requiring it for non-
referable schemes.  Our experience, with our own schemes and with those we review, is that our clients treat 
policy as guidance and often employ planning consultants specifically ‘to get around it’.  The current plan 
already contains enough loosely worded policies to make it difficult to use policy as a lever to resist schemes 
from being watered down.  The focus is on those with definitive metrics and unambiguous wording.  We fear 
that the draft plan will make this more difficult not less. 

Policy D1 fails to mention that the best way to ensure good design quality is to appoint good designers.  The 
Plan should also caution against bidding processes that give more weight to fee, than to design quality.  The 
design review process should also be standardised across London boroughs, and in particular require all 
panels to visit sites prior to review.  We would also highlight our concern with regard to the amendment to 
policy H1, on the matter of maintaining design quality.  It is crucial that design detail is secured by approved 
planning drawings.  The revised clause stating ‘ensuring maximum detail appropriate for the design stage is 
provided to avoid the need for later design amendments and to ensure scheme quality is not adversely 
affected by later decisions on construction, materials, landscaping details or minor alterations to layout or 
form of the development’ is not definitive or robust enough, and we would recommend the original text is 
reinstated. 

b) In light of the requirements of policies D1 and D2 would they be effective in achieving the level of 
growth envisaged? 

They risk being more effective at achieving growth than quality. 
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c) Would policies D1 and D2 provide an effective framework to protect the distinctiveness of different 
parts of London, with particular regard to their social, economic, cultural and residential characteristics? 

Policy D1 is not specific to London; the issues are generic and the policy requirements, basic and tentative.  
For example, ‘achieve comfortable and inviting environments both inside and outside buildings’ is non-specific 
and entirely subjective.  If this point relates to internal temperatures then Policy S14 will cover this, if not, then a 
definition should be provided in supporting text. 

Policy D2 suffers from the same shortcomings and is clearly aimed at maximising development and making 
best use of the available site rather than promoting a real understanding of a particular place and achieving a 
genuinely contextual design response. 

d) Would the approach taken to design scrutiny be justified and effective?  Would the proposed use of 
masterplans and design codes, as set out in Policy D2D, help to bring forward development and ensure 
high quality design?  Would the proposed use of design review, as set out in Policy D2F, be justified and 
effective?  In this regard, would the policies deal with strategic planning matters? 

Policy D2F places heavy reliance on design review without actually requiring it for schemes that are not 
referable.  The use of masterplans and design codes can be helpful provided that the work is competent and 
bespoke but not all boroughs will have the capacity to produce these documents and they often add another 
few hundred pages to the overall planning policy brief.  They also tend to date quickly and are often in a state 
of flux.  The design review process could be effectively used to guide the development of documents like 
design and access statements and design codes – these need not be long documents but should be drafted 
well to help control quality of design in all future phases of development. 

e) Bearing in mind the resource implications for boroughs in carrying out Policy D2A1-11, would it be 
effective? 

It will depend on the capacity and competence of the borough, but it is important that they do.  Our experience 
working with development and planning teams across London, is that all LA’s are under resourced and many 
contain very low numbers of experienced staff to commission, appraise and effectively manage housing.  
State led investment in these teams will substantially reduce the blockages to high quality housing delivery in 
London. 

f) How would the policies be monitored, given the nature of many of the requirements? 

As noted above we are very concerned generally that the quantum and nature of the policies will make 
assessment extremely time-consuming and subjective.   

g) Overall, would the policies provide an effective and justified strategic framework for the preparation of 
local plans and neighbourhood plans and development management in relation to this matter? 

This seems unlikely. 

 


